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Abstract
Modeling complex systems like soil functioning turns out to be a challenge due to its heterogeneous
structure, the number of interactions and processes entangled with each other at various levels and scales.
Its heterogeneous structure requires a spatially explicit account, by coupling models through the space
by using its resources, as proposed by the spatial model coupling approaches. However, these approaches
raise the problem of resource conflicts : interacting models can modify resources simultaneously while
the amount available cannot supply models demands. As spatial model coupling approaches do not
provide proper resource distribution methods to handle that matter, inconsistencies might occur if
resource conflicts are poorly managed. In order to solve this problem, we propose a novel coupling
approach based on agent paradigm in which the space, associated with a coordination unit supports
model exchange and conflict management. This architecture is illustrated by an UML Class Diagram
that we implemented into the GAMA platform. To prove its effectiveness, we test the approach on a
simple soil model in which numerous models compete for resources scattered in the space. Comparative
results suggest that handling conflicts using the coordination unit shows more precise indications of
resource use, compared to the model in which conflicts are mismanaged.
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1. Introduction

Space is of main interest when modeling complex systems such as soil functioning [1, 2] or urban
dynamics [3, 4]. In all these models, a variety of dynamics interact through their environment.
For example in soil science, worms stimulate microbial activities by ingesting an important
amount of soil, while microbes decompose the organic matter into nutrients to feed plants.
To describe this type of phenomenon properly, “Spatial Model Coupling” approaches such
as [5, 3, 4] propose to encapsulate the different dynamics individually (e.g worms, microbes,
plants, soil...) as models (referred as “micro-model”) and to combine them to build a single
model (referred as “macro-model”). This combination is made possible by the interactions of
micro-models through the space.

However, such coupling technique causes inconsistencies when shared resources are poorly
managed in a resource conflict scenario. A resource conflict arises when micro-models si-
multaneously access a limited resource that cannot meet all requests. For example, when the
roots and several types of microbes consume nutrients from the soil at the same time when
the available amount is insufficient to feed these consumptions. Inconsistencies may arise if
a conflict is mismanaged given that micro-model behaviors depend on the availability of a
resource. For example, roots and microbes are supposed to compete for soil nutrients, if the
available amount does not meet their needs, how will they behave? leaving the resource as it is
may affect simulation results and letting the wrong micro-model using the resource may affect
other resources and impact other micro-models (inconsistencies). As Spatial model coupling
approaches does not provide rules for handling such scenario, resources have to be managed in
the event of a conflict for a consistent macro-model.

To address this problem, we propose a novel coupling approach based on the agent paradigm
in which the space, together with a coordination unit supports model exchange and conflict
management: the agent paradigm [6] is used to encapsulate the micro-models; the space is
used as an exchange media; and the coordination unit defines how a resource is shared among
micro-models in conflict scenarios.

This paper is structured as following : In section 2, we discuss the issues of model coupling
as well as the coupling techniques. In section 3, we provide more insights of our coupling
approach and contribution. In section 4, we present the simulation results for a simple model of
soil functioning using the proposed approach and discuss its limitations.

2. Model Coupling

2.1. Coupling Issues

The challenge of model coupling is to ensure that a micro-model can interact and evolve with
each other. Modelers have to deal with coupling issues such as interaction, time scale and space
scale management.

Interaction Micro-models can communicate directly or indirectly [7]. They interact directly
by using their respective inputs and outputs such as Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS)
[8], in which actomic-DEVS (micro-models in DEVS) communicate through their input and



output ports. They exchange indirectly by using a third as communication media. For instance,
Functional Mock-up Inteface (FMI) [9] and High Level Architecture (HLA) [10] uses respectively
the Functional Mock-Up Unit (FMU) and Run Time Infrastructure (RTI) buses as communication
mediator. The environment is also used as a communication mediator in agent-based approaches
such as [3, 4], in which micro-models communicate through the space where they evolve.

Time scale Model time scale is deducted from the dynamic of the represented phenomena.
Thus, micro-models operate at different time scales and embed their own scheduler (either time
step based (continuous time) or event-based). A global scheduler ensures the chronological micro-
model execution (time consistency). In event-based approaches such as DEVS formalism[8],
external (from input ports) and internal (after some delay) events are passed to their respective
function to compute the next system state. Approaches such as [4] use specific algorithms that
are similar to calendars to ensure models executions.

Spatial scale This constraint is present when the spatial representation of a phenomenon is
multi-leveled (e.g. a region divided into multiple micro-regions that are divided into atomic-
regions). This type of representation can be seen in models of urban dynamics [3, 4] or soil
science [1, 2].

2.2. Coupling models by the environment

Our coupling strategy consists of using the space as a coupling media for micro-models, i.e,
micro-models communicate indirectly by using resources of the space.
This proposition creates a resource competition problem among micro-models. Therefore, the
lack of resource conducts to a conflict (when a unique and restricted resource is used by micro-
models simultaneously) and lead to inconsistencies during the simulation (if mismanaged).
To address this problem, we introduce the Coordination Unit concept that permits resource
conflicts management in a space centered model coupling approach.

Agent Paradigm as formalism to wrap micro-models We use the agent paradigm [6] to
encapsulate micro-models. Therefore, it allows to create a distributed architecture in which
agents (containing micro-models) interact through the environment (space).

Space as an exchange media The micro-models communicate through the space, as pro-
posed by [3, 4], by modifying available resources: a micro-model interact with each other
through the space by perceiving resource changes and acting accordingly. As a result of such
coupling strategy, micro-models are not aware of each other’s states.

To handle the simultaneousness of modeled processes, a coordination unit records and
supervises the interactions between the space and micro-models, and so manages conflicts. In-
teractions between the space and micro-models are formalized by using the “Influence Reaction”
principle [11]. Influence is depicted as micro-model’s intention to change the space’s state, as
for Reaction, it is the space’s response to the influences produced by the micro-models.



A scheduler to manage micro-models executions Time scale consistency is ensured by a
scheduler. It releases time step calculations at both macro-model and micro-models levels. The
macro-model advances to its next state for each iteration of the global time step. Following the
same principle but at a lower scale or a larger one, micro-models advance to their next state for
each iteration of their respective time steps.
The scheduler’s role is to ensure that micro-models and the macro-model are executed according
to their respective time step. To do so we revisited an algorithm proposed by [4], in which
micro-models executions are performed in a discrete way all along the macro-model’s.

Spatial scale management Multi-level models describe interacting processes (each rep-
resented by a micro-model) evolving at different space scale. To couple these micro-models,
aggregating or disaggregating rules are required to up-scale or down-scale the impacts done by
the actions of micro-models. Such functionality is done by a scale transfer feature.
This feature will appear in our approach as a placeholder for future implementation, but will
not be treated in this paper.

3. Our approach : UML class diagram and Implementation

In this section, we portray our approach’s architecture by using an UML (Unified Modeling
Language) class diagram to represent each component then we explain how it works.

3.1. UML class Diagram

We summarize previously detailed positioning in figure 1, which represents the architecture of
our approach as an UML class diagram.

Figure 1: the architecture of our approach as an UML Class diagramm

Macro-Model represents the phenomenon to be modeled. It is composed of Micro-Model
which are agents, representing the processes that operate inside an environment represented
by Space.
Space is a multi-leveled structure composed by Sub-Space and its scale can be adapted by Scale
Transfer.



The Scheduler manage how often Macro-Model, Micro-Models and Space are executed. Upon
execution, Micro-Models send influences to the Sub-space where it is located. These influences
are recorded in Modification List and the Coordination Unit manages them by using Strategy
that can be Prioritization, Competition or Cooperation.

When the Modification List is altered by the Coordination Unit (by using a selected strategy),
the Space notify each micro-model located inside itself of how much resources it used.

3.2. Mechanism

To implement our approach we use Gama platform [12]. It is an open source software dedicated
for agent-based modeling and simulation. Gama uses a domain specific language (DSL) called
gaml or Gama Modeling Language , allowing it to be more accessible for non-programmers and
domain experts. New features can be integrated in its core by implementing a component called
skill. A skill is a set of attributes and functions that can be attached to the definition of an agent
called Species, allowing aforesaid agent to have new actions and attributes.

Connect micro-models to the space We implemented a skill called “Model”. It grants new
actions to the micro-model such as requesting the use of a resource (i.e sending influence to
the space), getting the actual amount of a resource available or how much of a resource it is
allowed to use. Each resource request is recorded within the “Modification List”, unique to each
sub-space.

Scheduling process The scheduler ensure that micro-models, the space and the macro-model
are executed according to their respective execution date. We implemented a scheduler inspired
from an algorithm proposed by [4].

The Scheduler process summarized in figure 2 interact with the Coordination Unit (Figure 3)
according to the followed algorithm.

The scheduler is initialized by inserting Micro-models execution Date (MD) into a list of events
called “Calendar” (1). The initial value of MD is the micro-model’s time step. Then the calendar
is sorted by an ascending order of 𝑀𝐷 (2).
The condition𝑆𝐷 ≥ 𝑀𝐷 is checked (3): if it’s false, the scheduler proceed to the next simulation
cycle (𝑆𝐷 + Macro-Model’s time step) (9) or stops if the user decide to do so (8). If it’s true,
every micro-model fulfilling that condition are executed (4); every influences are treated by
the Coordination Unit(5, 5.1 to 5.5); Then each executed micro-model’s next execution date is
computed (MD + micro-model’s time step) and the algorithm goes back to execute steps 2 to 9.

Coordination Unit as conflict handler Conflict resolution is realised by a conflict detection
and conflict solving. A conflict scenario appears when few micro-models want to access and
consume simultaneously an insufficient resource. A conflict happens when the sum of all
modifications is greater than the availability of the resource.

Simultaneous changes are detected as the scheduler inquires the coordination unit when
micro-models are executed(in figure 2). In figure 3 we summarize the conflict solving process.
E.g two models 𝑀1 and 𝑀2, with respective resource use 𝛼1 and 𝛼2, and execution time 𝑡1 and



Figure 2: Scheduler Algorithm Figure 3: Coordination Unit Algorithm

𝑡2, modifying a resource 𝑅 with an amount 𝑟. A conflict appears when 𝑡1 = 𝑡2 and [𝑟 - (𝛼1 +
𝛼2)] < 0.

Due to the way micro-models are coupled (through the space), they are not aware of each
other state. However, by consulting the modification list, a sub-space can be informed about
which micro-models are using its resources.
Before applying any changes to the space, the Coordination Unit filters the Modification List
of each Sub-Space by resource: the influences recorded in the Modification List are sorted by
resource. If a conflict occurs, a strategy (defined for each resource) is applied to the corresponding
set of influences and filter which micro-model can change the resource value. These strategies
are implemented into functions described as follows:

• Prioritization: for each micro-model, we added a parameter called priority. Each influence
follows an ascending order of priority and consume the resource until depletion or leaves
it intact if the resource is not sufficient to support a single influence.

• Competition: favors influence according to a selected micro-model. The selected micro-
model consumes the available resource first and leave the leftovers to the others.

• Cooperation: the resource will be distributed so that each micro-model receive a portion
calculated according to their consumption and the available resource. Each amount will
be computed according to the formula (1) :

𝛼
′
𝑖 =

𝛼𝑖𝑟∑︀𝑛
𝑖=1 𝛼𝑖

(1)

𝛼
′
𝑖 is the new resource consumption of a model 𝑀𝑖. 𝛼𝑖 is the given resource consumption

of a model 𝑀𝑖. 𝑟 is the amount of resource available. 𝑛 is the number of micro-modes



using the resource. The new value of the resource is then computed by the formula (2) :

𝑟 =
𝑛∑︁

𝑖=1

𝛼
′
𝑖 (2)

When a resource is conflict-free, the corresponding set of influences recorded inside the modifi-
cation list can be applied to the space and notified to the micro-models without inquiring the
coordination unit to use any strategy.

4. Application: Simple Soil Functioning Model

A soil is naturally a complex multi-scale system in which an enormous amount of entities
interact at a different scale. The whole interaction conducts to offer ecosystem services for the
society. In this case study, three main processes are outlined : engineering services done by
earthworms, carbon decomposition done by bacteria and plant services symbolized by the roots.

The macro-model is fully deterministic, therefore we could compare the effect of using the
Coordination Unit or not on simulation results.

4.1. Model Description

Space : Soil model The soil space used in this paper borrows soil properties as proposed in
[1]; i.e a soil subspace can be a “pore”, a “mineral”, an “organic” or a “decomposable”. However
the decomposable part is ignored as it requires multi-level manipulation features. Thus, the soil
we used here is composed of sub-spaces of the same size.
Organic particles represent raw organic matter (raw_OM). Depleted organic particles (consumed
by worms) become pore particles and activate a given number of microbes inside it.

Pore particles contains living beings (worms, roots and microbes) as well as decomposed
organic matter (decomp_OM), soluble organic matter (soluble_OM) and soluble mineral matter
(soluble_MM). Mineral particles cannot be decomposed and has zero value of organic matter.

Each organic particle has the same initial amount of raw_OM.
decomp_OM, soluble_OM and soluble_MM initial amount are zero.

Three embedded micro-models : Worms, Microbes and Roots Micro-models are the
living beings(worms, microbes and roots) inside the soil. They have two actions in common
: eat allows micro-models to consume a resource and deject let them expel transformed
resource inside the soil.
The Worm micro-model is responsible of changing the soil structure by decomposing raw_OM
and transforming it into decomp_OM. A Worm moves after depleting an organic soil particle.
Microbe micro-model transforms decomp_OM into soluble_OM and mineralize soluble_OM
into soluble_MM. Then soluble_MM are assimilated by microbes and roots.
Roots micro-model feed on soluble_MM in order to create a competition (with microbes) on
this resource.

Interactions between Micro-models and Soil are defined as following : Competition is defined
for the resource soluble_MM between microbes and roots. Prioritization is defined for raw_OM



(prioritization between worms). Cooperation is defined between microbes for decomposed_OM
and soluble_OM.

4.2. Results

Simulation initial parameters are summarized in table 1.

Table 1
Initial parameters

Parameter Value

Soil size 10x10, 6x6, 4x4
Raw OM 40g/Organic particle
Global step 2 days

Worm number 1 unit/ pore
Worm step 1 day

Raw OM decomposition 1.3g/worm

Microbe number 5 units/pore
Decomposed OM consumption 0.03g/microbe

Soluble OM consumption(Microbe) 0.007g/microbe
Soluble MM consumption(Microbe) 0.009g/microbe

Microbe step 4 hours

Root number 2 units/pore
Soluble MM consumption(Root) 0.008g/root

Root step 12 hours

Simulation Results We monitor the variation of the available resources (raw_OM,
decomp_OM, soluble_OM and soluble_MM) over 60 days, in multiple space configuration,
then we compare for each configuration how the simulation model behave when using or
not the coordination unit’s strategies. Different configurations are used to check the result’s
differences when the number of micro-models and sub-space are rising.

In figure 4 and 7 we compare the results of a 4x4 space, in figure 5 and 8 the results of 6x6
space and in figure 6 and 9 we compare the results of a 10x10 space.

It is also possible to consult the modification list at a sub-space level. A log file records all the
computation done by the coordination unit while handling resource conflicts. Some sample
in figure 10, 11 and 12. Model is the agent’s name, parameter the resource’s name, alpha the
amount of resource to be used, T is the execution time, r is the amount of resource available
(lower than the sum of resource demanded by the models, i.e there is a resource conflict), cycle
is the number of simulation steps done when the conflict occurred.

Discussion The results show the effect the Coordination Unit on a simple deterministic model
in which micro-models compete for resources. The Coordination Unit limits micro-models
behaviours by using strategies to filter their actions in a conflict scenario.
On the 4x4 configuration, the results (figure 4 and 7)are slightly different, and the difference



Figure 4: 4x4 sub-spaces :
not using the coordination unit

Figure 5: 6x6 sub-spaces :
not using the coordination unit Figure 6: 10x10 sub-spaces :

not using the coordination unit

Figure 7: 4x4 sub-spaces :
using the coordination unit

Figure 8: 6x6 sub-spaces :
using the coordination unit

Figure 9: 10X10 sub-spaces :
using the coordination unit

between the results of the same configuration becomes greater as you move to a larger space
(6x6 and 10x10).
When conflicts occurs (purple) potentially exploitable resources can be leftover by micro-models
if no strategies are applied to handle conflicts. In figure 4, 5 and 6 available resources (raw_OM,
decomp_OM, soluble_OM, and soluble_MM) are always slightly higher than the other results
in which strategies are applied (figure 7, 8 and 9) due to the leftovers resources caused by
mismanaged conflicts. Thus, using the coordination unit’s strategies, leads to more precise
results.
These comparisons show that using the coordination unit can greatly affect the simulation
results even if changes are made at the micro-model level. For instance in figures 10, 12 and
11, operations computed by the coordination unit affect how resources are exploited by micro-
models and consequently affect the general behavior the macro-model (figure 7, 8, 9).



Figure 10: Sample of conflict handling using the competition strategy

Figure 11: Sample of conflict handling using the prioritization strategy

Figure 12: Sample of conflict handling using the cooperation strategy

Spatial model coupling approach such as [5, 4] does not take into account conflict handling,
we found that poorly managed conflict situations can lead to inconsistencies. Therefore, it is
advised to add a conflict management tool for such coupling strategies. Since the studies in the
area of Multi-Agent Systems have a dedicated branch for that matter, it is possible to improve
the basic strategies proposed in this paper in order to get more correct results.
Using the Influence and Reaction principle [11] allows this model coupling approach to handle
simultaneous actions, however, additional rules have to be defined in order to specify how
influences are applied to the space. The Coordination Unit provides strategies to define these
rules. Additional strategies can be added in order to define new rules by manipulating influences
inside the Modification list.
For now, the applicability of our approach is limited to model coupling approaches in which
micro-models communicates through their environment by using its resources. The basic
strategies used in the coordination unit can also be improved by using more advanced techniques
related to agent coordination. Heterogeneous and multi-scale aspects of the space [1] could be
dug for future improvement to show how this approach can behave in such spatial configuration.



5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an agent-based spatial model coupling approach to solve resource
conflict problems in a system where micro-models are scattered in the space and interact
through its resources. This study highlights the importance of handling conflicts in spatial
model coupling as it improves the behaviour of micro-models, thus correct the overall behaviour
of the simulation. The approach enhances micro-model interactions by solving resource conflicts.
The proposed approach allows more flexibility to the modeler as it brings multiple functions
to coordinate micro-models in the event of a conflict. Observed results suggest that using the
coordination unit changes the simulation results by forcing micro-models to adopt restrained
behaviours in conflict scenario, enhancing the coherency and the correctness of the results when
using the space’s resources. As a continuation of our work, more coordination functions could
be added in the future, in order to improve the effectiveness and versatility of our approach. We
also intend to use this approach in a multi-level space that can incorporate granulometic data
to represent soil space more realistically.
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